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REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF DAN SHEERAN 

1. My name is Dan Sheeran, and I am Senior Vice President of Business 

Development at RealNetworks, Inc. (“Real”).  I submit this testimony in connection with 

the Rebuttal Case of the Digital Music Association (“DiMA”) in the above-captioned 

proceeding for setting rates and terms for the making and distribution of digital 

phonorecord deliveries (“DPDs”).   

2. I received an MBA from the Kellogg School at Northwestern University, 

and a Bachelor of Science from Georgetown University.  

3. I am responsible for structuring major corporate relationships, such as 

distribution partnerships, joint ventures, and licensing arrangements, for the company, 

with particular emphasis on its Music business.  My prior position at Real was SVP of 

Music, during which time I had operating responsibility for all aspects of our music 

business worldwide.   

4. Due to my responsibilities in my current and former roles, I have 

familiarity with Real’s current product offerings and its efforts to enhance existing 

offerings and develop new ones.  I am also familiar with the cost components and 



associated considerations that drive our decisions regarding which products to offer, and 

how to price them.  I am also generally familiar with the products and prices of other 

companies providing digital music services.   

5. I have reviewed the rates and terms proposal submitted by the Copyright 

Owners in this proceeding.  As I explain in greater detail below, their proposals for rates 

and terms for the Section 115 “mechanical” license would be highly disruptive to the 

digital music distribution industry and to consumers of digital music.   

6. Before addressing the impact of the Copyright Owners’ proposed rates and 

terms, I would like to provide context regarding the business environment in which these 

services are being offered today.  Real Networks has invested more than $100 million in 

developing and expanding this business.   For background, supplemental tables to the FY 

2007 Real Networks Income Statement are attached to my written testimony at Tab A.   

We offer services that include permanent downloads, limited downloads and interactive 

and non-interactive streaming.  The operating costs of these businesses are very high for 

several reasons.  First, the royalty payments we incur and/or accrue account for more than 

half of our revenue.  Second, we face high legal and technical costs in order to clear 

licenses, obtain physical copies of music, prepare the music for delivery, store it and 

deliver it to end users.  Third, we must market our services in an environment where 

many consumers know that it is easy to illegally download all the music they want.   

7. The impact of these three factors is clear: in 2007 our music business 

achieved $149 million in revenue but had an operating loss of $60 million.  There are 

very few companies that are willing to incur losses like this over an extended period of 
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time.  Therefore, it is not surprising that so many companies that have attempted to offer 

consumer-paid legal music services have had to sell or shut down these services in recent 

years.  A partial list of such companies includes Yahoo, AOL, MTV Networks, 

MusicNow, Virgin Media, MusicMatch, and Listen.com.  Based on my knowledge and 

understanding of the industry, I believe these companies, and the few of us who are still 

in the business, have collectively lost many hundreds of millions of dollars.  Increasing 

our costs will not only make these existing economics even more difficult, it also will 

make it harder for those of us who remain to continue to invest in innovations like new 

portable devices, new distribution channels, or creative marketing. 

8. In the meantime, many companies that pay nothing to copyright holders 

have launched, gained widespread consumer adoption, and then sold out at huge profits 

for their founders.  As a result, many analysts claim that the only companies who should 

continue to invest in legal, consumer-paid digital music services are those who are 

willing to sell music as a loss leader for some other business, such as selling music 

devices.  At Real, we continue to believe that it is possible to create a successful digital 

music business, but not if our cost structure becomes even worse.   

I. The Copyright Owners’ Proposal for Permanent Downloads Would Be 
Highly Disruptive 

9. For permanent downloads, the Copyright Owners have proposed a fixed 

royalty rate of 15 cents per track (or 2.9 cents per minute of playing time), adjusted 

periodically for inflation as measured by the CPI.  This proposal would effectively 

impose a minimum rate of 15 cents per track on permanent downloads.  That would be an 
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increase of 5.9 cents per track from the current mechanical royalty fee – an increase of 

more than fifty percent. 

10. I expect that Real and other digital music providers would ultimately bear 

the full cost of this, or any, increase in the mechanical royalty rate.  Although we often 

sublicense works from labels rather than license directly from the publishers, based on 

my experience with labels and their ability to extract high rates and minimum fees from 

us, I am very confident that they would pass through any increase in the mechanical 

royalty rate.   

11. We, in turn, would not be able to pass on the extra cost to the consumer 

for three reasons.  First, the easy availability of illegal downloads places a cap on what 

many consumers are willing to pay.  Second, in the physical retail world, the leading 

music retailer (Wal-Mart) is seeking to push album prices down to as low as $10 for the 

top hits and $5 for budget product.  Information related to this development is attached at 

Tab B.  In the digital world, this will have significant downward pressure on prices.  

Third, the move among the music labels to no longer require the use of digital rights 

management on permanent downloads will enable anyone to sell tracks that play on an 

iPod (the leading digital music device).  As a result, there is likely going to be price 

competition as providers attempt to capture market share in serving the millions of iPod 

users.   

12. The Copyright Owners’ proposed rate for permanent downloads is also 

disruptive because it would be adjusted in the future based on changes to the CPI.  The 

proposal implies that this approach would keep the mechanical rate insulated from 
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inflation.  However, in order for the price adjustments to move with the CPI without the 

extra cost being borne by the service providers, retail prices would need to be able to 

move in conjunction with the CPI, which they have not ever done.   

II. The Copyright Owners’ Proposal for Limited Downloads Would Be Highly 
Disruptive 

13. The Copyright Owners have proposed a complex, three-tiered mechanical 

royalty rate for limited downloads.  In any particular instance, the actual payment due 

would be equal to the greatest of the three tiers.   

a. The first tier calls for a payment of 15 percent of revenue.  The Copyright 

Owners propose that for “music-only” services, the revenue base includes 

any and all consideration “from the sale of any product or service directly 

related to a music service.”  For services that offer more than just music to 

consumers, or for services for which there is not a separate fee for the 

music component, the Copyright Owners suggest that the revenue base 

should “capture all revenue that is fairly attributable to music,” but they 

suggest no mechanism or formula for doing so.   

b. The Copyright Owners’ proposed second tier for rates for limited 

downloads would require payment of one-third of the total content costs 

paid for mechanical rights to musical compositions and rights to sound 

recordings.   
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c. The Copyright Owners’ proposed third tier is the greater of $0.0033 per 

use or $0.00064 per minute of playing time or fraction thereof, adjusted 

periodically for inflation as measured by the CPI.   

14. While DiMA fully endorses adopting a percentage-of-revenue 

methodology, the rates proposed by the Copyright Owners are unreasonably high and the 

structure of their proposal would be unduly disruptive for three reasons.   

15. First, the 15 percent rate proposed in the first tier is too high compared to 

the more reasonable rate proposed by DiMA.  Limited download services already pay 

well over half of revenue to copyright holders today.  Moreover, these services face 

particularly high customer service costs because of the technical problems that can occur 

when the consumer is moving music from their PC to their portable device.  Increasing 

our costs in this area could easily tip the balance for certain service providers to no longer 

offer limited download services.  Bearing in mind the extremely challenging economic 

situation already faced by providers, as set forth in the introduction above, this change 

would accelerate the process of market exit -- and Real would have to seriously consider 

its options in this regard as well.    

16. Second, the rates proposed by the Copyright Owners are well in excess of 

the reasonable expectations of digital music services that have been operating for years.  

Like other digital music companies, RealNetworks has been accruing for several years to 

ensure we have reserves sufficient to cover past royalty payments once the rates for these 

services is established.  As a general matter, we have been accruing between 8-10% of 

subscription revenue to cover total royalty payments to publishers -- that is, mechanical 
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payments and public performance payments -- for these services.  Based on information 

available to me in the ordinary course of my business activities, I believe this is a 

common accrual practice for other similar music services.  We adopt accrual rates as a 

very conservative estimate that would likely be much higher than the amounts actually 

needed, preparing for the worst case scenario.  Jumping to 15% for mechanicals alone 

would be incredibly disruptive.   

17. Third, the Copyright Owners’ proposed minimum would limit the ability 

of music services to respond to competition and develop new or modified or upgraded 

offerings and business models.  For example, some companies are exploring the 

possibility of bundling music downloads and/or services into the price of other services 

or products (such as a cell phone subscription or a music player).  These bundled plans 

could result in a substantial increase in the number of digital music consumers, but the 

providers of such bundles would require a relatively low price per unit.  This is the way 

the cable television industry successfully penetrated the mass market, for example.  

Rather than requiring consumers to sign up for each cable network a la carte, they 

bundled together many channels by getting their suppliers to give them a low cost per 

channel.  However, by creating or further reinforcing an artificial price floor, the 

proposed minima eliminates providers’ ability to experiment with such models and 

otherwise adjust price in response to the market.      

III. The Copyright Owners’ Proposal for Interactive Streaming Would Be 
Highly Disruptive 

18. The Copyright Owners also propose rates and terms for so-called 

“interactive streaming.”  I believe their proposal is unreasonable for several reasons.  To 
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begin with, their definition of “interactive” (“a digital delivery of a sound recording of a 

musical work, using streaming technology, in response to an end user's request”) is so 

vague as to make it impossible to determine what is “interactive” and what is not (any 

stream could be an “interactive” stream).   

19. Indeed, the definition of “interactive streaming” could be interpreted to 

include 30-second clips that are used to promote sales of permanent or limited 

downloads.  This could be massively expensive and complicated to implement and 

involve untold numbers of companies who have been operating in good faith and never 

been given notice about the potential for publishing liability for these activities.   

20. Most importantly, Real already pays songwriters and publishers to 

publicly perform musical works through streaming.  The performing rights organizations 

(ASCAP, BMI and SESAC) generally take the position that rates for streaming should be 

higher when users have more control over the music service (e.g., “on demand” or 

“interactive”).  Thus, the Copyright Owners are already being paid for the use of their 

works and no additional payment should be required.  This is confirmed by the fact that 

no mechanical payments are being sought for “non-interactive” streaming, which 

involves making exactly the same sort of copies on end-users’ machines.  The fair price 

for all copies made to facilitate streaming is zero, because the Copyright Owners are fully 

compensated for this activity through the royalties paid to the performance rights 

organizations.   

21. Certainly, any royalty imposed on interactive streaming should take into 

account public performance royalty payments already made to the same copyright 
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owners.  Moreover, it would be massively disruptive as the Copyright Owners propose to 

assess a per-unit “penny” royalty on copies made in streaming, since the number and type 

of copies made vary widely depending on applicable technology and it would be 

incredibly expensive to track and account for such copies on an individual basis.   

IV. Failure to Specifically Include Rights And Payments For All Copies To Make 
And Distribute Digital Phonorecord Deliveries Would Be Highly Disruptive  

22. DiMA’s license proposal expressly provides that a compulsory license 

under 17 U.S.C. § 115 extends to the making of, and the license fee for making and 

distributing a permanent digital phonorecord delivery or a limited digital phonorecord 

delivery includes all payments required to provide, all reproductions necessary to engage 

in activities covered by the license, including but not limited to: (a) the making of 

reproductions by and for end users; (b) reproductions on servers; and (c) incidental 

reproductions made in the normal course of engaging in such activities, including masters 

and cached, network, and buffer reproductions.   

23. The rate for the reproduction or distribution of phonorecords that are part 

of a transmission that constitutes a digital phonorecord delivery should be zero, because 

those copies are necessary and part of the distribution of licensed digital phonorecord 

deliveries.  There is no independent value that exists as a result of these copies; the copies 

exist only to facilitate activities for which copyright owners are already compensated, 

namely (a) licensed digital phonorecord deliveries or (b) public performances.  Moreover, 

such incidental copies are made any time any data or media is transmitted over the 

internet, and any attempt to track and/or assess a royalty on these copies would be 

practically impossible. 
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24. The Copyright Owners’ failure to expressly provide the same level of 

clarity is a fatal flaw.  A license to make and distribute digital phonorecord deliveries 

without coverage of all copies that are necessary and part of the distribution is unusable 

and practically worthless.   

V. DiMA’s Revised Proposal 

25. I am aware that DiMA has filed revised proposed rates and terms.  I am 

familiar with the revised proposal, and I support it.  Two aspects of the revised proposal 

merit further explanation here.   

26. First, DiMA has revised its proposed revenue definition to provide 

additional specificity about which revenues should be included in the revenue base and 

how the mechanical royalty rate would be calculated from these revenues.  The following 

examples illustrate how DiMA’s proposed rates would be applied to this revenue base. 

a. Scenario one:  Permanent download.  A customer purchases a permanent 

download for 89 cents.  The applicable receipts from the sale are 89 cents.  

The mechanical royalty owed would be $0.89 x 6% = $0.0534. 

b. Scenario two:  Permanent download sold with advertising.  A customer 

purchases a permanent download for 50 cents.  During the download of 

the track, an advertisement is played to the customer.  The digital music 

distributor obtains revenues of 50 cents from the advertising, after agency 

and sales commissions have been paid.  The applicable receipts for the 

sale are the 50 cents paid in consideration for the track plus the 50 cents of 
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revenue attributable from the advertising, or one dollar.  The mechanical 

royalty owed would be $1.00 x 6% = $0.06.   

c. Scenario three:  Playback of a particular track through subscription 

service.  A customer purchases a one-month subscription to a limited 

download service that costs $11.99 per month.  The service calculates the 

ratio of the number of times the customer plays track “A” compared to the 

customer’s number of total plays (of all songs) during the month.  Assume 

the customer listened to song “A” 10 times, and had 100 plays in total 

during the month.  Thus, the ratio would be: 

Plays of Song “A” = 10 1 
Total Plays = 100 10 

 
The service then multiplies this ratio by the price of the subscription 

service for the month to determine the applicable receipts from the 

customer’s plays of song “A”:  1/10 x $11.99 = $1.199.  Last, the service 

multiplies the applicable receipts for song “A” by the mechanical royalty 

rate:  $1.199 x 5.9% = $0.070741 

d. Scenario four:  Playback of limited download “A” though subscription 

service with advertising.  A customer purchases a one-month subscription 

to a limited download service for $5.99.  When the customer plays a song, 

an advertisement is automatically played, from which the limited 

download service receives revenues.  During the month, the digital 

subscription service obtains revenues of $0.10 attributable to this 

advertising.  The service calculates the ratio of the number of times the 
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customer plays track “A” compared to the customer’s number of total 

plays (of all songs) during the month.  Assume the customer listened to 

song “A” 10 times, and had 100 plays in total during the month.  Thus, the 

ratio would be: 

Plays of Song “A” = 10 1 
Total Plays = 100 10 

 
The service then multiplies this ratio by the price of the subscription 

service for the month plus the advertising revenues attributable to the 

advertising to determine the applicable receipts from the customer’s plays 

of song “A”:  1/10 x ($5.99 + $0.10) = $0.609.  Last, the service multiplies 

the applicable receipts for song “A” by the mechanical royalty rate:  

$0.609 x 5.9% = $0.035931. 

27. Of course, the revised revenue definition may not envision each and every 

new product offering that may be developed in the future.  I do not think it would be 

possible to create a definition that could anticipate every new technological or business 

innovation.  DiMA’s definition establishes the revenue base and rate calculation 

methodology for the business models that exist or are reasonably foreseeable today. 

28. Second, as noted above, DiMA has included proposed minima.  The point 

of the minima is to provide some protection for copyright owners without imposing 

unreasonable costs on digital music services or preventing services from expanding or 

entering into the marketplace.  The proposed minima also recognize that business models 

are evolving and that both subscription and “non”-subscription offerings may develop 

more over the next five years.  DiMA’s proposed minima specifically recognizes that the 
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minima must be lower for permanent downloads that are sold as part of a bundle, to 

accommodate the industry-standard practice of providing a discounted “album” price (i.e. 

in a service where permanent downloads sell for $0.99, an album with 15 tracks might 

sell for $9.99). 

a. Permanent download.  For permanent downloads, the minimum would be 

4.8 cents per song sold as a single or 3.3 cents per song sold as part of a 

bundle.   

b. Limited download.  For limited downloads, the minimum would depend 

on whether the download was played by a “subscriber” or not.   

i. Where the delivery is to a subscriber then the minimum will be 

13.5 cents per-subscriber-per-month times a fraction, (A) the 

numerator of which shall be the number of playbacks of all 

phonorecords of the licensed work and (B) the denominator of 

which shall be the total number of playbacks of all phonorecords 

of all licensed works.   

ii. Where the delivery is not to a subscriber then the minimum will be 

$0.00129 per playback.   

A “playback” will be any play of greater than 30 seconds by an end 

user during an accounting period of a phonorecord of the licensed 

work distributed by limited digital phonorecord delivery.  A 

“subscriber” is a natural person who receives a limited digital 
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phonorecord delivery for private and noncommercial use as part of a 

subscription offered by the licensee; pays a regular fee in order to 

access the subscription; and gains access to, and is able to playback 

the limited digital phonorecord delivery only while, such regular fee 

is paid and controlled by digital rights management technology.  It is 

critical to differentiate between “subscribers” and other users 

because business models without subscribers cannot pay minimum 

fees based on recurring subscription revenues.   

29. DiMA’s proposed minima provide protection for songwriters but do not 

unfairly or unreasonably impede the ability of music services to make products available 

in a competitive market.   

VII. Conclusion 

30. For the foregoing reasons, the Copyright Owners’ proposed rates and 

terms would be unduly disruptive.  The Court should adopt DiMA’s proposed rates and 

terms instead.   
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